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The Coming Shortage of Doctors
Our aging population is challenge enough. Try to get an appointment after health-care
reform.

By HERBERT PARDES

None of the health-care reform proposals advancing in Congress address a fundamental
problem that will soon face this country: a critical shortage of doctors. There were reform
ideas put forward in Congress that would have addressed this problem. Most notably, Rep.
Joseph Crowley(D., N.Y) and Sen. BillNelson (D., Fla.) have proposed training an additional
4,000 new physicians to add to the 25,000 entering the profession each year. But their
proposals haven't made it into the bills on which congressional leaders hope to vote.

If the doctor shortage is not addressed and health-care reform is signed into law, millions of
Americans willlikelyfind themselves able to obtain insurance for the first time—but maybe
unable to find a doctor without a long delay. Why? Because expanding the number of insured
patients but not the number of doctors will only increase the demand for services that already
must meet the demands of an aging population. We must make sure there are enough health
professionals to meet those new demands.

Even in the absence of health-care reform, according to the American Association of Medical
Colleges, the U.S. will face a shortage of at least 125,000 physicians by 2025. We have about
700,000 active physicians today. One factor driving this shortage is that the baby-boomer
generation is getting older and will require more care. By2025 the number of people over 65
willhave increased by about 75% ofwhat it is today—to 64 millionfrom 37 milliontoday.

Doctors are also aging. By2020, as many as one-third of the physicians currently practicing
will likely retire. If health-care reform adds millions of people to the health-care market, the
shortage of doctors willbe even greater than it is projected to be now.

It is important to note that the shortage the country willsoon face isn't just of primary-care
physicians. It is true that there aren't enough primary-care doctors and nurse practitioners.
But it is also true that we need more cardiologists, neurologists, general surgeons, pediatric
subspecialists, urologists and other highly trained specialists.

Nonetheless, the fewideas to address the coming doctor shortages that were briefly
considered in Washington treated the problem merely as a shortfall of primary-care doctors.
One idea is to shift unused federal training funds to hospitals that need more positions, but
only if those funds are used for primary care. Another is to move primary-care physician
training out of hospitals and into federally qualified health centers. A third idea is to take



training dollars away from doctors and instead useit to train nurses andother professionals.

None of these ideas wouldactually increase the number of doctors. At most the first two ideas
wouldincrease the number of primary-care doctors at the expenseof the number of
specialists.

Butthat's not likely to happeneither.Thefundamental reasonwhy medical studentsare not
entering primarycare ontheir own is that theycan't afford it. Medical-school tuitioncancost
a student as much as $50,000 a year. Some doctors start out owing hundreds of thousands of
dollarsbeforetheyare evenable to open a practice.Going to medicalschool is a little like
takingout a mortgage, onlywithout getting a housein return.

Oncedoctorsdo start treating patients, theyare squeezed betweenwhat theyearn from
government programs and insurance companies onone sideandescalating malpractice
insurance rates on the other. Meanwhile, specialists can often charge more and pay less in
othercosts than primary-care doctors. Thereality is that manyphysicians cannot afford to go
into primary care.

Toaddress the shortage ofdoctors and the incentives that compel young doctors to eschew
primary care, Congress needs tothink about how to increase doctor pay, institute malpractice
reform, andprovide subsidies to reduce theamount ofdebtdoctors have totake on. Residency
caps should also be raised soteaching hospitals cantrainmore doctors. Without these actions
newdoctorswouldbe foolish to enter primary care, and thankfullyour medicalschoolsdo not
recruit foolish people.

Dr. Pardes is president and CEOofNewYork-Presbyterian Hospital.
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